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Introduction 1
Prions are self-replicating protein entities that underlie the spread of a mammalian 2 neurodegenerative disease, variously known as Kuru, scrapie, and bovine spongiform 3 encephalopathy, in humans, sheep and cows, respectively [1] . However, most prions have been 4 discovered in lower organisms and in particular, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Despite 5 assertions that these prions, too, are diseases [2] (Box 1), many lines of evidence suggest that 6 these mysterious elements are generally benign and, in fact, in some cases beneficial. In fungi, 7 prions act as epigenetic elements that increase phenotypic diversity in a heritable way and can 8 also increase survival in diverse environmental conditions [3] [4] [5] [6] . In higher organisms, prions may 9 even be a mechanism to maintain long-term physiological states, as suggested for the Aplysia 10 californica (sea slug) neuronal isoform of CPEB, cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding 11 protein. The prion form of this protein appears to be responsible for creating stable synapses in 12 the brain [7] . CPEB is the prominent first example of what may be a large group of prion-like 13 physiological switches, the potential scope of which cannot be given adequate coverage here. 14 Instead, this piece will focus on prions as protein-based genetic elements -their ability to drive 15 reversible switching in diverse phenotypes, and the way that such switching can promote the 16 evolution of phenotypic novelty. 17
The self-templating replicative state of most biochemically characterized prions is 18 amyloid [5, 8] (Figure 1 ), although other types of self-propagating protein conformations may 19 also give rise to prion phenomena [9, 10] . Amyloid is a highly ordered, fibrillar protein aggregate 20 with a unique set of biophysical characteristics that facilitate prion propagation: extreme 21 stability, assembly by nucleated polymerization, and a high degree of templating specificity. 22
Prion propagation proceeds from a single nucleating event that occurs within an otherwise stable 23 intracellular population of non-prion conformers. The nucleus is then elongated into a fibrillar 24 species by templating the conformational conversion of non-prion conformers [11, 12] (Figure  25 1). Finally, the growing protein fiber fragments into smaller propagating entities, which are 1 ultimately disseminated to daughter cells [6] . Because the change in protein conformation causes 2 a change in function, these self-perpetuating conformational changes create heritable phenotypes 3 unique to the determinant protein and its genetic background (Figure 1 ). The genetic properties 4 that arise are distinct from those of most nuclear-encoded mutations: prion phenotypes are 5 dominant in genetic crosses and exhibit non-Mendelian inheritance patterns. Hence prion-based 6 genetic elements are denoted with capital letters and brackets -" [PRION] ". 7
Protein remodeling factors, chaperones, and other protein quality control mechanisms 8 interact with prions at every step in their propagation. Further, prion-driven phenotypic switches 9 are modulated by environmental conditions that perturb protein homeostasis [13] -the proteome-10 wide balance of protein synthesis, folding, trafficking, and degradation processes [14] . Prions 11 could thereby constitute an intrinsic part of the biological response to stress. We postulate that 12 the relationship between prions and protein homeostasis, as well as the dynamic nature of prion 13 propagation, render prions into sophisticated evolutionary bet-hedging devices. Herein, we 14 explore multiple intriguing features of prion biology that together argue for a general role for 15 prions in adaptation to new environments, and thereby the evolution of new traits. 16
17

Prions as bet-hedging devices 18
Prions can allow simple organisms to switch spontaneously between distinct phenotypic states 19 [4] [3, [16] [17] [18] . A surprisingly large fraction of 1 the phenotypes (~25% in one study [13] Until recently, the prion field has been confined to a small handful of proteins, and for 1 this reason, conjectures about their potential roles in adaptation and evolution have been limited. 2
However, a wave of recent discoveries in yeast has dramatically expanded the prion world as we 3 know it (Table 1) . The newly discovered prions include functionally diverse proteins: multiple 4 chromatin remodeling and transcription factors [5, 24, 25] , a metacaspase [26] , and a range of 5 additional prionogenic proteins whose putative endogenous prion states are yet to be examined 6
[5]. We suggest that the existence of these prions and the phenotypic heterogeneity they produce 7 contributes to a general bet-hedging strategy that arms yeast populations against environmental 8 fluctuations. Recent analyses of some of these novel prions lend support to this idea [5, 25] for instance, strongly increases the rate of appearance of other prions [5, 6] . Conversely, some 3 prions destabilize each other when both exist in the same cell [30] . Such prion cross-talk is 4 influenced both by the sequence similarity between the proteins and the degree to which they 5 share common components of the cellular prion-propagating machinery [31, 32] . The likely 6 existence of over twenty interconnected prion switches [5] , all contributing to phenotypic 7 heterogeneity, would greatly increase a genetic lineage's potential to explore phenotypic space. 8
Prions are being discovered at an increasingly rapid pace, suggesting that many exciting 9 possibilities remain to be discovered en route to a deeper understanding of the prevalence and 10 functionality of prions in biology. 11
12
Prions as evolutionary capacitors 13
In addition to "normal" bet-hedging, prions may have an even deeper and more sophisticated 14 role in microbial evolution. Specifically, prions have been proposed to be capable of 15 evolutionary capacitance [6] . An evolutionary capacitor is any entity that normally hides the 16 effects of genetic polymorphisms, allowing for their storage in a silent form, and releases them in 17 a sudden stepwise fashion [33] . The complex phenotypes produced by the sudden expression of 18 accumulated genetic variation on occasion will prove beneficial to the organism. As the 19 organism proliferates, further genetic and epigenetic variations will accumulate that stabilize the 20 beneficial phenotype. The extent to which evolutionary capacitors impact the evolution of 21 natural populations is highly debated, and even more so the notion that capacitance itself can be 22 subject to natural selection [34] . 23
However, the accumulated evidence that at least one prion protein, Sup35, acts Buffering of phenotypic variation is an inherent property of regulatory networks, such 1 that the conditional reduction of network integrity may be a common mode of evolutionary 2 capacitance [33] . The distinction between this type of capacitance and prions is that the latter are 3 necessarily epigenetic, and therefore provide a mechanism for the persistence, and ultimately, 4 genetic assimilation, of the revealed phenotypes [33] . Prion-associated phenotypes can appear 5 spontaneously and persist for multiple generations, whereas the revelation of variant phenotypes 6 by other capacitors is generally contingent on stress, and consequently, relatively transient. 7
Is prion-driven evolutionary capacitance unique to Sup35, or might prion formation 8 within any number of proteins also promote the expression of hidden genetic variation? 9
Intriguingly, many of the newly identified prions are situated to function as genetic capacitors in 10 their own right. Conspicuously overrepresented among these prionogenic proteins are gene 11 products that control gene expression, cell signaling and the response to stimuli such as stress 12 ([5] and Table 1 ). Many of them represent highly connected nodes in the yeast genetic network. selection for evolvability [21] . Other well-characterized prions are also known to be induced by 7 prolonged refrigeration and/or deep stationary phase [46] . Because prions are a special type of 8 protein misfolding process, logically their induction is intrinsically tied to environmental stresses 9 that perturb protein stability. Many if not most polypeptides have a generic capacity to form 10 amyloid [47] . Situations that alter native protein stability, like thermal stress, altered pH, or metal 11 ion imbalances, are therefore likely to facilitate polypeptides' access to prion or prion-like 12 amyloid conformations [47] with the potential to perpetuate phenotypic changes even after the 13 stress subsides. 14 The connection to environmental stresses is much deeper than that, however. Protein 15 quality control machinery is ubiquitous throughout all kingdoms of life and is essential for both 16 normal protein folding and for coping with stress. Components of the ubiquitin-proteasome 17 system strongly impact prion formation [46] . And prion propagation requires the actions of 18 members of the Hsp40, Hsp70, and Hsp110 chaperone families as well as the AAA+ protein 19 disaggregase Hsp104 [46, 48] . Hsp104 is a member of ClpA/ClpB family of chaperones whose 20 members are found throughout bacteria, fungi, plants and eukaryotic mitochondria. Hsp104 21 provides thermotolerance by resolubilizing stress-induced protein aggregates, and also has the 22 unique ability to sever amyloid fibers into new prion propagons. This property has been 23 conserved for hundreds of millions of years of fungal evolution [49] . On the other hand, the 24 Hsp104 protein of fission yeast appears incapable of propagating amyloid-based prions, despite 25 maintaining its important ability to solubilize non-amyloid stress-induced protein aggregates 1 [50] . We note that fission yeast also has a relative paucity of computationally predicted prions 2
[51], consistent with the suggestion that Hsp104's amyloid shearing capability coevolved with 3 prions to promote their propagation. Indeed, at least 25 of the 26 known amyloidogenic yeast 4 prion domains require Hsp104 for their propagation as prions [5, 26, 52] . 5 Perhaps the dominant force, then, for stress-induced prion formation involves 6 perturbations in the interactions of prion proteins with chaperones and the cellular environment. 7
The distribution of proteins between soluble and aggregated states is exquisitely sensitive to the 8 status of the protein homeostasis network, which comprises protein synthesis, folding, sorting, 9 and degradation machinery [53] . Chaperones are highly connected in protein interaction 10 networks and serve an important role as transducers of the stress response [53] . Prion proteins, in 11 turn, are highly connected to chaperones and thus to the protein homeostasis network at large. 12
Prion conformational switching may therefore respond to stress indirectly through, for example, 13 alterations in the abundance, availability, and connectivity of chaperones like Hsp104 and 14
Hsp70s [54] . The induction of prions by diverse proteostatic stresses, and their dependence on 15 chaperones for propagation, may reflect the long history of chaperone involvement in the 16 relationship between environment and phenotype. 17
18
Phenotypic diversity further enhanced by prion conformational and temporal diversity 19
The morphological adaptive radiation of organisms appears to result predominantly from genetic 20 changes that have quantitative rather than qualitative effects [55] . In yeast and other microbes, 21 social behaviors like mating, flocculation, and colony formation are subject to frequent stochastic 22 changes in the expression of extracellular adhesins, leading to the rapid divergence of variant 23 subpopulations [56] . These changes facilitate their expansion into diverse and highly dynamic 24 ecological niches. The mechanisms for such changes are both genetic and epigenetic in nature 25 [33, 56] , and include nucleotide repeat expansions and contractions, chromatin remodeling, and 1 as recently discovered, prion formation [25] . Importantly, all of these mechanisms tend to 2 modulate the activity levels, rather than the functional nature of, the affected gene products. 3
The ability of organisms to explore such modulations of gene activity, either as 4 individuals (e.g. phenotypic plasticity), or as members of a genetic lineage (e.g. bet-hedging), 5 enhances their survival under adverse conditions and is thought to facilitate the subsequent 6 genetic assimilation of beneficial phenotypic variations [33] . Molecular mechanisms that allow 7 for the rapid stabilization or amplification of initially non-genetic adaptive phenotypes within a 8 lineage could greatly accelerate this process. Indeed, epigenetic processes are likely to play an 9 important role in adaptive diversification [57] . As examined below, prions may represent an 10 ideal epigenetic mechanism for the heritable modulation of gene activity. 11
Prions have a unique capacity to stratify protein functionality into multiple semi-stable 12 levels, which greatly increases the phenotypic diversity created by prion-driven switches. It 13 derives from the unusual and variable way in which prion conformers nucleate and propagate, 14 and has both static and temporal components. For a given prion, multiple distinct yet related 15 protein conformations can each self-perpetuate (Figure 2a ). These prion "strains" differ in 16 phenotypic strength and heritability. Strain multiplicity has been observed with both mammalian 17 and yeast prions [12] , and is a common feature of diverse amyloids when polymerized in vitro 18
[58]. The nature of the conformational differences between strains is still poorly understood, 19 although progress has been made in elucidating how physical differences between amyloid 20 strains -such as the extent of sequence involved with the fibril core of the amyloid -translate 21 into differences in amyloid growth and division rates, and in turn the phenotypic strength of the 22 prion [12] . Importantly for the bet-hedging aspect of prion biology, the conformational plasticity 23 of the prion nucleation process further increases the phenotypic "coding potential" of a single 24 prion gene. 25
Several observations also demonstrate a temporal component to the strength and stability 1 of prion phenotypes. For example, the mitotic stability of newly induced prion states increases 2 with repeated cell passaging [37, [59] [60] [61] [62] . Additionally, selection for incipient prions using mild 3 selective conditions creates a much larger population of strong prion states than would be 4 expected from the numbers obtained by immediate stringent selection [13, [63] [64] [65] . Recent 5 observations that even "non-prion" amyloids, such as polyglutamine-based aggregates, can 6 become mitotically stable [66] , suggest that a capacity for the maturation of propagating states 7 may be a generic feature of amyloid-like aggregates. The rate of prion maturation is strongly 8 influenced by Hsp104 activity [66] , indicating an additional mode by which the protein 9 homeostasis network connects the environment to epigenetic changes. 10
Multiple mechanisms for generating prion diversity temporally can be envisioned ( Figure  11 2), including amyloid strain-like conformational transitions [66] , the mass-action population 12 dynamics of prion particles, the variable association of prion particles with specific cellular 13 structures, and the participation in early stages of prion propagation by an array of oligomeric 14 species that have been increasingly observed en route to amyloid fibrillation [11, 12, 67] . It is 15 plausible that some pre-amyloid species have rudimentary self-propagating activities themselves. Stress-induced formation of prions followed by their iterative maturation offers a rapid route to 25 tunable, advantageous phenotypes. Ultimately, the beneficial phenotypes conferred by prions can 1 become hard-wired by the accumulation of genetic and further epigenetic modifications [4] . In 2 this way, semi-stable phenotypic heterogeneity conferred by the diversity of prion conformations 3 and maturation states would greatly improve the odds of organismal survival in unpredictable or 4 fluctuating environments, and thereby facilitate subsequent adaptive genetic changes. 5 6
Concluding remarks 7
The ability of prions to create heritable phenotypic diversity that is inducible by stress, coupled 8 with the conformational and temporal diversity of prion states, suggests a prominent role for 9 prions in allowing microorganisms to survive in fluctuating environments. However, broader 10 validation is needed, and many questions remain (Box 3). The field of prion biology is now 11 poised to answer these questions, and in so doing, make important contributions to our 12 understanding of evolutionary processes. In particular, we may more fully realize that organisms 13 have specific mechanisms to enhance the evolution of phenotypic novelty. 14 15
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